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Climate change

NASA Earth Observatory temperature 
anomalies on 27/06/2021

Earth is facing existential environmental challenges 

Floods in Germany causing 200 
deaths in July 2021 (Science)

Natural hazards

Air pollution kills an estimated seven million 
people worldwide every year (WHO)

Air pollution
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Figure 10: Biodiversity 
Intactness Index for the year 
2020 at 0.25° resolution
The global average is 77%. 
Source: Natural History Museum 
(2022) 75.

How intact is nature?
The Biodiversity Intactness Index estimates how much of an area’s 
natural biodiversity remains, helping us to understand past, current 
and future changes to nature. 

Andy Purvis (Natural History 
Museum) and Samantha Hill 

(UNEP-WCMC)

Biological communities can change fundamentally because of human 
pressures compared to the state in which they would have been in 
pristine conditions, even without any species going locally extinct. 

The Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII) ranges from 100-0%, with 
100 representing an undisturbed natural environment with little 
to no human footprint 74,75. If the BII is 90% or more, the area has 
enough biodiversity to be a resilient and functioning ecosystem. 
Under 90%, biodiversity loss means ecosystems may function less 
well and less reliably. If the BII is 30% or less, the area’s biodiversity 
has been depleted and the ecosystem could be at risk of collapse. 

BII models now include site-level pressures, simple measures of 
landscape-scale pressures, and landscape history – that is, how 
long ago human use first covered 30% of the land. Such indicators 
can be used to test whether planned conservation actions will be 
enough to stop the further loss of biodiversity 76. 
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Biodiversity intactness index [%] (Natural History Museum, 2022)
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AlphaFold

Jumper et al., Nature, (2021)

AI/ML are transforming sciences 

Lam et al., Science, (2023)

Weather prediction
Exoplanet Detection
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Zhang et al., Nat. Astron., (2022)
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While gravitational microlensing by planetary systems1,2  pro-

vides unique vistas on the properties of exoplanets3, obser-

vations of a given two-body microlensing event can often be 

interpreted with multiple distinct physical configurations. 

Such ambiguities are typically attributed to the close–wide4,5  

and inner–outer6 types of degeneracy, which arise from 

transformation invariances and symmetries of microlensing 

caustics. However, there remain unexplained inconsistencies 

(see, for example, ref. 7) between the aforementioned theo-

ries and observations. Here, leveraging a fast machine learn-

ing inference framework8, we present the discovery of the 

offset degeneracy, which concerns a magnification-matching 

behaviour on the lens axis and is formulated independently 

of caustics. This offset degeneracy unifies the close–wide 

and inner–outer degeneracies, generalizes to resonant 

topologies and, upon reanalysis, not only appears ubiqui-

tous in previously published planetary events with twofold 

degenerate solutions, but also resolves prior inconsisten-

cies. Our analysis demonstrates that degenerate caustics do 

not strictly result in degenerate magnifications and that the 

commonly invoked close–wide degeneracy essentially never 

arises in actual events. Moreover, it is shown that parameters 

in offset-degenerate configurations are related by a simple 

expression. This suggests the existence of a deeper symmetry 

in the equations governing two-body lenses than previously 

recognized.

In search of new types of microlensing degeneracy, we analysed 

the posterior parameter distribution of a large number of simulated 

two-body microlensing events that exhibited multimodal solutions. 

With over 100 planetary microlensing events observed so far, new 

degeneracies have indeed been serendipitously found in routine 

data analysis (see, for example, ref. 9). However, while an exhaustive 

search on examples of multimodal event posteriors to constrain the 

existence of unknown degeneracies is plausible, such an endeavour 

has been computationally prohibitive with the current status quo 

microlensing data analysis approaches. Thankfully, the recent appli-

cation of likelihood-free inference (LFI) (see ref. 10  for an overview) 

to two-body microlensing8 has accelerated calculation of microlens-

ing posteriors to a matter of seconds, thus allowing posteriors for 

a large number of simulated events to be acquired with minimal 

computational cost.

The key to the accelerated inference is the use of a neural den-

sity estimator (NDE), which is a particular type of neural network 

capable of modelling distributions that are complex and multi-

modal. Here, the NDE learns a mapping from microlensing light 

curves directly to posteriors, allowing future inferences to be made 

with the NDE alone in mere seconds. Following ref. 8 , we trained 

an NDE on 691,257 events simulated in the context of the Roman 

Space Telescope microlensing survey11 so that our results would be 

directly relevant. The posteriors for a large number of randomly 

generated events are then produced with the NDE. To identify 

events with multimodal solutions, we applied a clustering algo-

rithm12, which separates each posterior into discrete modes. The 

exact maximum likelihood solution within each posterior mode is 

then calculated with an optimization algorithm (Methods).

Visual inspection of multimodal NDE posteriors revealed three 

apparent regimes of degeneracy: the inner–outer degeneracy, the 

close–wide degeneracy and degeneracies that involve the resonant 

caustic, which have also been previously observed (see, for exam-

ple, refs. 7,13) and studied14. The close–wide degeneracy states that 

the central caustic shape is invariant under the s ↔ 1/s transforma-

tion for ∣1 − s∣ ≫ q1/3  (ref. 14) and q ≪ 1 (Extended Data Fig. 1a,c), 

where q refers to the planet-to-star mass ratio and s refers to their 

projected separation normalized to the angular Einstein radius 
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), which is the characteristic microlensing angular 

scale. Here, κ = 4G/(c2  au), M is the total lens mass and πrel = au/Drel 

is the lens–source relative parallax. Interestingly, we found that 

most cases of apparent close–wide degeneracies do not exactly 

abide by the expected s ↔ 1/s relation even though most are in the 

∣1 − s∣ ≫ q1/3  regime, where it is expected to hold. We also noticed 

that for degenerate events involving one resonant caustic, the source 

trajectory always passed to the front end of the resonant caustic for 

wide–resonant degenerate events, and the back end for close–reso-

nant degenerate events.

To explore potential connections among these apparently dis-

crete regimes of degeneracies, and to better understand the reason 

why the expected s ↔ 1/s relation of the close–wide degeneracy is 

almost never satisfied, we examined maps of magnification differ-

ences between pairs of lenses with the same mass ratio (q = 2 × 10−4), 

keeping lens B fixed at sB = 1/1.1 and changing the projected separa-

tion sA of lens A. The sequence of magnification difference maps 

in Fig. 1a–h immediately reveals the continuous evolution of a 

vertically extended ring structure where the magnification differ-

ence vanishes (see also Extended Data Figs. 2 and 3). This null ring 

originates near the primary star and grows increasingly large with 

increasing deviation from the close–wide degenerate configuration 

of sA = 1/sB, at which point the null contracts to a singular point (see 

Extended Fig. 4 for a zoom-in). We may thus expect null-passing 

trajectories (cyan arrows in Fig. 1a–h) to have degenerate magnifi-

cations, which is confirmed by light curves shown in Fig. 1i–p.

It is also immediately clear from Fig. 1f why the close–wide pair 

of configurations (sA = 1/sB) does not result in degenerate magnifica-

tions for any trajectory shown: the magnification differs everywhere 

on the lens axis except for the singular null point. Thus for any given 

trajectory, close to or far from the central caustic, one can always 

move the null to the location of the source by shifting the planet 

A ubiquitous unifying degeneracy in two-body 

microlensing systems

Keming Zhang! !1 ✉, B. Scott Gaudi! !2  and Joshua S. Bloom1
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ICON 2.5km simulation with 90 vertical levels – 6.6 billion gridpoints…

Next Generation Climate Models
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Planet CubeSat high resolution satellite data

Next Generation Earth Observations
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Why Intelligent Earth?
• Numerous existential environmental crises
• Key science questions unresolved
• Vast and complex multimodal data
• Broad and deep domain expertise at Oxford and partners

We strive to train a new generation of PhD students equipped to 
tackle some of the most pressing environmental issues using AI…

… while advancing AI itself…

… in a positive and inclusive environment
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Vision and Focus
Interdisciplinary PhD training programme with two entry streams: 
• numerate environmental science backgrounds 
• AI/ML, maths, statistics, physics,… backgrounds 

Five closely connected themes: 
1) Climate
2) Biodiversity
3) Natural hazards
4) Environmental solutions
5) Core AI/ML research on complex environmental science and data 
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Partners
Intelligent Earth departments:
• Department of Physics
• Department of Biology
• Department of Computer Science
• Department of Earth Sciences
• Department of Engineering Science
• Department of Statistics
• School of Geography and 

the Environment

Non-academic partners

…
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Supervision
Intrinsically interdisciplinary for each PhD project:
• Joint supervision between environmental and AI academics from 

the Oxford CDT departments
• Additional non-academic advisor from partners, who also serves as 

host for a non-academic secondment
• Matching of students and supervisors will take place in the first two 

terms of the training programme.
• Primary department and supervisor will be assigned based on the 

focus of the project and the background of the student. 
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Projects
Intelligent Earth is a student-led programme:
• We do not advertise set projects. Students will be matched with 

supervisors based on interests and jointly develop their project.
• Exception: specific partner-led projects

We are planning for an annual intake of around 20 PhD students

Studentships are fully funded, including stipend, fees and a research 
and travel allowance 
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Training
• Core courses in foundations of AI/ML for environmental students and core courses in environmental science 

areas for data science students

• Core skills training for the full cohort, e.g. programming, version control,… 

• Advanced cross-cohort courses focus on specific areas of AI, applied to grand challenges and datasets in 
environmental sciences

• Professional skills training with the Oxford Doctoral Training Centre 

• Research training: three-month research project

• Annual cross-cohort hackathons co-organised with FDL and CDT partners 
and a co-located cross-cohort CDT conference 
• Weekly Intelligent Earth Seminars (for the whole community)

The training will be individually tailored for each PhD student
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What we are looking for

• Applicants with a strong interest and motivation in the development 
and application of AI for environmental science and solutions. 
• Intelligent Earth aims to develop and apply AI, hence candidates 

should have strong quantitative skills. 
Two entry streams: for numerate environmental science backgrounds
and for AI/ML, maths, statistics, physics backgrounds. 
• A broad interest in some or all of the five Intelligent Earth themes.

• We strive for inclusivity and diversity and seek to recruit candidates 
from a wide range of backgrounds – from the UK and worldwide. 
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Thank you for your attention!
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Questions
• To be answered in the Q&A session 


